Hazard Mitigation Plan Update 2020

Steering Committee Meeting 3

Terrebonne Parish Office of Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness
Joseph L. Waitz Building
101 Government Street, Gray, Louisiana

November 15, 2019
9:30-11:30 am

AGENDA

I. Welcome and Introductions

II. Meeting 2 Notes Review

III. Summary of the Public Meeting Input

IV. Summary of the Bayou Black Repetitive Loss Analysis Input

V. Vulnerability Assessment – Protection System Review and Recommendations
   A. Stuart Brown – CPRA Projects and Plans for Barrier Islands and Terrebonne
   B. Reggie Dupre – Levee District identification of Vulnerabilities/Priorities

VI. Risk Assessment Modeling and Strategy
   A. Level of protection for modeling runs
   B. First Run Summary – Hurricane Losses
   C. Risk Reduction Strategies

VII. Conclusion